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A Little About Me (he/him)
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● User experience consultant based in Toledo
○ Helps organizations mature their user 

experience practice through 
apprenticeship, coaching, and mentoring

● Active in the user experience community since 
the 1990s, through efforts like World Usability 
Day, UXnet, IAI, UXRPI, 24 Hours of UX
○ Michigan UXPA community

● 30-year career spanning academia (HCI 
research), industry (IBM), and consulting User Experience Umbrella-ist (2005)

https://michiganuxpa.org/community/
http://uxnet.org/devcon.html
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Hockey Nut: Semi-pro

The first college hockey conference 
website, 1996

“The [Pairwise] algorithm, in relation to college hockey, 
was developed by Keith Instone [in the 1990s]” - in 

legal documents
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Hockey Nut: Player, Fan, Family
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Red Wings!

> Red Wings as a competitive team (on 
the ice)

> Red Wings as an organization (off the 
ice)

> Red Wings as a professional sports 
club in Detroit

> Red Wings as part of a farm system



What do people mean 
when they say “User 
Experience”?
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1. Impression 
2. Mindset
3. Process 
4. Methodology 
5. Field of Study
6. Practice
7. Tools 
8. Profession 

9. Team
10. Strategy 
11. Buzzword
12. Skill Set 
13. Change
14. Industry 
15. Role
16. Interest

spin.dexterityux.com

http://spin.dexterityux.com/


> Phenomenon
> Activities
> Organizational capability
> Disciplines at scale
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Clusters of  
“User Experience” Spins



Channel Perspective on Experiences
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Company

Customers
In-person Channels
“Analog” Channels Digital Channels

User ExperienceStore Experience
Phone Experience



A user experience is an impression someone gets when interacting 
with a system

> Impression: perceptions, feelings, attitudes, preferences, expectations, 
responses, behaviors, accomplishments

> Someone: customer, employee, citizen, patient, learner
> System: products, services, spaces, brands, organizations, company

Example (Forbes): A perception a customer gets when interacting with a brand

See Users as Customers and other Relationships (CX of M blog) for more “someone”s
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User Experience as Phenomenon

https://www.forbes.com/sites/blakemorgan/2017/04/20/what-is-customer-experience-2/#1e07662470c2
https://www.blog.cxofm.org/post/users-as-customers-and-other-relationships


Context Perspective on Experiences
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Broader Contexts

Context of Use User Experiences

Human Experiences

Customer Experiences
Employee Experiences

Customer Context Employee ContextDouble-facing 
applications



Scope of “Design”
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Define DeliverDesign
“Make it pretty”

Define DeliverDesign
“How it works”

Define DeliverDesign
“Problem Solving”

Define DeliverDesign
“Way of Thinking”
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When the Red Wings win, someone else loses. 
Only one team can win the cup each year.



A Team (made up of various roles) that defines, designs, and delivers solutions 
for customers, employees, business partners, citizens, and other groups of 
people

A Strategy, a vision and plan, on par with organizational strategies for business, 
marketing, branding, technology, and products

An element of digital transformation and Change, key for organizations to survive 
in the future

A Mindset of caring about your users’ needs and doing your best to serve them
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UX as organizational capability:
Team, Strategy, Change, Mindset



UX as Team
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Common roles on a UX team

> Visual designer
> User interface designer
> Interaction designer
> Product designer
> Experience designer
> Information architect
> Content strategist
> User researcher
> Experience architect
> Prototype developer
> Usability engineer
> Accessibility specialist
> Design system manager
> Project manager
> Manager 

Other names for teams focused on UX

> Design
> Product design
> Service design
> Digital design
> Experience design
> Customer experience
> Employee experience
> Experience strategy
> <Business unit> design (if 

distributed)
> Usability
> DesignOps
> ResearchOps

Common “owners of UX” & “homes for 
UX teams”

> CEO, CTO, CIO, CMO, CDO, CXO
> Vice President, Director, Manager
> Engineering
> Product
> IT
> Marketing
> HR
> Innovation
> Customer service
> Communications
> <Business unit>



Organizational Mindsets needed
For Good User Experiences
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Organizations view the amount of work, issues, and challenges in defining, designing, and delivering 
good user experiences in many different ways.

> Easy: Just don’t treat them like “stupid users” (PICNIC, PEBKAC, ID10T, Layer 8)
> Basic: Some general purpose skills will do the trick
> Mechanical: With the right tools, anything can be done
> Repeatable: Follow a (any) process, it just requires practice to get it right
> Manageable: Administer, direct & control your people = success
> Strategic: If the people at the top know what they are doing, we’ll be fine
> Scientific: We cannot just make it up, there is knowledge to acquire and proven approaches
> Professional: Bring in the people who have devoted their careers to it
> Cultural: “Culture eats strategy for breakfast”
> Industrial: Our company cannot solve the important challenges alone



> Are UX & CX competing teams, strategies or mindsets in 
your organization? 

> When is it healthy competition? Unhealthy?
> When do you reorg to combine resources and align goals?
> Which capabilities do you centralize and which do you 

distribute?
> What mindsets in addition to “management” are needed?
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UX & CX as 
Competing Capabilities
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The Red Wings are a group of people off the ice, too, each with their own 
specialized activities, roles and responsibilities.

● Russ Borrows | Sr. Vice President of Finance
● Robert E. Carr | Sr. Vice President of Legal Affairs
● Emily Neenan | Sr. Vice President & Chief Marketing Officer
● Michele Bartos | Vice President of Human Resources
● Tim Padgett | Vice President of Venue Operations
● Pete Skorich | Vice President of Entertainment Services & 

Broadcasting
● Kevin Brown | Director of Community Relations & Detroit Red 

Wings Foundation
● Mike Churchill | Director of Facility Operations
● Amanda Dennis | Director of Ticket Sales
● Bryan Durren | Creative Director
● Dwight Eppinger | Director of Digital Marketing & Analytics
● Brett McWethy | Director of Marketing Communications
● Marcel Parent | Director of Curation & Content Activation
● McKenzie Reeves | Director of Purchasing
● Bruce Trout | Director of Ticket Operations
● Lisa Wyrock | Director of Guest Experience



> Human-centered Process (with steps like discovery, analysis, conceptual 
design, and evaluation) used for business and social impact

> Methodology, a body of techniques and rules about how to use them 
that govern our specialty

> Role on a team or project, responsible for doing a certain set of activities
> Set of tools, ranging from sticky notes & sketchbooks, to spreadsheets & 

drawing applications, to remote testing & prototyping platforms
> Skill set, a collection of abilities, such as empathy, divergent thinking, 

and sketching, which can be applied to any professional or creative 
endeavor
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UX as activities, “what we do”:
Process, Methodology, Role, Tool Set, Skill Set



UX Processes
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Double diamond: Diverge & converge, twice

https://www.slideshare.net/peterme/doublediamond-stage


UX Methods
20

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/which-ux-research-methods/
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Shapes of UX People

> Empathy
> Team player
> Solution driven, delivery focus
> People, relationships
> Passion, energy
> Communication, listening
> Creativity
> Technology understanding

Indispensable UX Skills: Sketching, 
Storytelling, Critiquing, Presenting, 
Facilitating, (Question-asking)

Skills needed to be good at UX activities

https://medium.com/amplify-design/shapes-of-ux-designer-ad047bddac7f
https://articles.uie.com/indispensable_skills/


> Which UX & CX methods, tools & skills complement each other?
> Is it as simple as the same work, but different channels?
> Who takes the lead at each phase? 

● Define (CX), Design (UX), Deliver (CX)?
> When to use qualitative & quantitative methods in VOC 

programs?
> Which activities should we share or teach each other (e.g., 

journey mapping)?
22

UX & CX as 
Complementary Activities
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The Red Wings do not compete head-to-head with the Tigers, Pistons, or 
Lions: they are part of the same community.
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For the Red Wings to succeed, they need help from lots of other hockey 
organizations. The ice hockey profession? The ice hockey industry?



> A Field of Study focused on how people behave in technology-enabled 
contexts and how to creatively address human needs

> A Topic of Interest, a reason for a community of enthusiasts to gather
> A Community of Practice, a group of people who share a passion for 

user-centered design and learn how to do it together in social settings
> A Profession, with careers, occupations, and jobs such as user 

researcher, information architect, user interface designer, and usability 
engineer

> An Industry, a collection of business establishments that act as a whole, 
are regulated, and get analyzed for economic activity
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UX beyond your organization:
Topic, Practice, Field of Study, Profession, Industry
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What should you study to be 
good at UX?  

> Human-Computer Interaction [2]
● (traditionally) Computer Science meets Humanities, Social Sciences, Business, Fine Arts, ...

> Psychology (Cognitive)
● Human behavior

> Design (& the Arts)
● Graphic & Visual Communication [2, 3], often “Interaction Design”
● Industrial [3]
● Theater

> Rhetoric, Writing & Culture [1]
> Library & Information Science [2]
> Media [1]
> Business Management [1]

● Some call it CXM, some “design & innovation”
> Criminal justice, Social work, Construction management, Auto engineering, ...

● Be an end user first, subject matter expert second, UXer third

[1] MSU
[2] U of M
[3] CCS
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Dimensions of UX Communities

UX Aficionados
Awareness, Meetups, Related careers

UX Practitioners
Jobs, Conferences, Mentoring

UX Professionals
Knowledge, Ethics, Academia

Local Global

Community Foci:
UX
Design
Research
Business
Technology
Content / Info
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https://michiganuxpa.org/community/


> Should we build a broader community of practice 
around “_X” in Michigan?

> Which fields of study and professional career 
paths cross UX & CX? 

> How do we scale to help Michigan companies 
compete globally?
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UX & CX as 
Related Disciplines
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Questions & Discussion

Competing 
capabilities

● Are UX & CX competing teams, strategies or mindsets in your organization? 
● When is it healthy competition? Unhealthy?
● When do you reorg to combine resources and align goals?
● Which capabilities do you centralize and which do you distribute?
● What mindsets in addition to “management” are needed?

Complementary 
activities

● Which UX & CX methods, tools & skills complement each other?
● Is it as simple as the same work, but different channels?
● Who takes the lead at each phase? Define (CX), Design (UX), Deliver (CX)?
● When to use qualitative & quantitative methods in VOC programs?
● Which activities should we share or teach each other (e.g., journey mapping)?

Related 
disciplines

● Should we build a broader community of practice around “_X” in Michigan?
● Which fields of study and professional career paths cross UX & CX? 
● How do we scale to help Michigan companies compete globally?
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Keith Instone
Founder

instone@dexterityux.com
419.569.1217 dexterityux.com
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